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ABSTRACT
This review study included 119 snake-nibble patients who were hospitalized at the crisis branch of Sichuan Provincial

People's Hospital from January 2011 to September 2013. The patients were separated into AKI and non-AKI bunches

as indicated by the 2012 Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) rule. Sex, age, and clinical

assessment information of the patients were recorded. The Mann-Whitney U test and Fisher definite test were

performed to dissect the gathered information; primer investigation of autonomous danger factors was performed

with multivariate strategic relapse.
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DESCRIPTION
Snake-nibble occasions are mostly disseminated in the
subtropical and tropical locales, and have been accounted for in
Sri Lanka, India, Sahara, Latin America, Australia, and around
the planet. As per the World Health Organization (WHO)
insights, in excess of 250,000 casualties endure toxic snake
chomps worldwide every year, bringing about right around
125,000 passing’s. Snake-chomp occasions happen habitually in
the mid-year season around the planet. Snake toxin is conveyed
to different organs and tissues after it is infused into harmed
patients. Snake toxin regularly causes kidney harm in light of the
fact that the snake toxin is discharged through the kidneys.

The clinical signs of kidney harm brought about by snake nibble
comprise of intense kidney injury (AKI), hematuria, and
proteinuria . The pathogenic instruments of snake-nibble incited
AKI have not been explained. It is accounted for that snake-
chomp actuated AKI was related with spread intravascular
coagulation (DIC), intravascular hemolysis, and rhabdomyolysis.
DIC could cause hemoglobin testimony in kidney tubules and
lead to degenerative rot.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A sum of 119 snake-chomp patients were remembered for this
review concentrate from January 2011 to September 2013 as

indicated by incorporation and avoidance measures. The
patient's data, including sex, age, time stretch from snake chomp
to antidote treatment, local lymphadenopathy, cut waste a
medical procedure, pee yield, blood myoglobin, serum
creatinine, and creatine kinase, were recorded. Antidote
treatment (5000 units) and steady administration were given
when the patients were hospitalized.
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